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,Human factors specialists observed and measured the performance of

watchastanders at four Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) centersi Houston-Calveston,
Puget Sound, New Orleans, and San Francisco. Analysis of the data yielded
results amenable to mathematical modeling for ganeralixed evaluation and
prediction of vTrs watchstander performance. The report discusses implications
of the data for the design and use of equipment (including computers), com-
munications facilities, operational procedures, and personnel selection and

training methods. F~urtean recommendations are offered for consideration in

the operation of current VTS's and the planning of future systems.
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PREFACE

The Human IPactors Branch of the Department of Transportation' s
- *. Transportation Systems Center (TSC) under the sponsorship of the

U.S. Coast Guiard's Office of Research and Development observed,
recorded and analyzed the activities of watchstanders at four
Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) centers, Results of the analyseki and
recommendations for each VTS were published separately in four
Interim -reports. This report compares the operations at th fu
centors and derives additional conclusions and recommendations of
More general relevance fo, till VTS's.

The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to LCDR C.T.
Johnson and LTr P.R, Corpu% of tho Office of Research and Develop-
ment for their guidance and assistance in the accomplishment of
this study. We also gratefully acknowledge the guidance and

MI. contributions of Dr, H. P. Bishop, Program Manager and Chief,
HuLman Factors Branch (DTS-S32), at TSC.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The first phase of an evaluation of watchstander productivity

in U.S. Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) operations
"involved the observation and recording of watchstander activities

under routine conditions in four operating VTS's: Houston-
fGalveston, Puget Sound, New Orleans and San Francisco. Analyses
of the frequency and duration data for a variety of tasks in the
general areas of communicating, tracking, monitoring and miscellan-
cuUS activIties were performed. The results showed both simllari-
ties and dicference in watchstander activities among the four

VTS's. From the results, implications were noted for the design
and use of equipment (including computors), communications facilil-

ties, operutional procedures, and personnel selection and training,

methods.

The vTrs,s were found to be alike in that they receive data
on vessel traffic through VHP radio reports, integrate the data

into a model of traffic flow, predict future traffic situations

from this model, and advise individual vessels by radio as to what

traffic situations they will encounter in the near future.

The VTS's differ in the ways in which additional information
on traffic is sensed and processed (particularly in the use of

radar, television and computers). They differ also in organization
of communications facilities, scheduling and division of duties,
operational procedures, and selection and training of personnel,

In general, the results show that as traffic load increases,

the time required for communicating with vessels and tracking them
increases, with consequently less time available for monitoring
the overall situation and responding to emergencies. This
situation In turn leads to an uncritical reliance on computer-based
advisories when they are available. These problems may be
alleviated by shortening communications formats, simplifying track-

ing procedures, dividing the VTS area into more (smaller) sectors,
and assigning additional watchstanders to each sector.
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.The reasibility of developing computerized models of VT•S

watchstander performance as an aid in predicting the impact of

changes in system design on operational safety and efficiency was,

explored. The flow of information in at least one sector of cach

of the four VTS's was modeled using the data recorded on site.
Testing of these tentative models showed that they do provide a

L f useful simulation of actual operations and merit further develop-

ment.

Analysis of all of the information obtained at the four VTS's

led to the following recommendations:

1. Continue the effort to model and generalize VTS operations
by collecting data on operational characteristics when the system

is stressed by such occurrences as unusually heavy traffic loads,

unexpected incidents (including accidents and emergencies) on or

near the waterways, sudden loss of communications or surveillance

equipment, sudden reduction in manpower, and the like.
2. Adopt as soon as feasible basic physical fitness criteria

for the selection of personnel for watchstander duty, and initiate

development of psychological selection tests.

3. Develop specifications for future VTS processing and

display systems that will assure responsiveness of the system to
watchstander needs, giving particular attention to:

a. Integration of data In displays, particularly a situation
display that shows location, movement and identification of
traffic on a map-like background.

b. Accessibility to supplemental data with a minimum of
keying and a minimum of delay.

4. Develop specificatlons for a standardized communIcations
console with integrated displays and controls.

S. Uquip every VTS with surveillance systems.

6. Maintain Illumination in VTS operations rooms at as oven
a level as is feasible, and shield displays from bright spots,

x
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2' 7. Pruv ide vent iilat ion at each watchstande r duty pos it ion

adequate to carry off tobacco smoke.

B. Rotate watch periods at least every 4 days with liberty

time between watch periods, Rotate duty positions during a watch

every 2 hours.

9. Study duty performance late in 12-hour watches to

determine better the degree of fatigue, particularly with regard

to speed and effectiveness of response to unexpected situations.

10. Develop a VTS watchstander training progrim based on tin

evaluation of options and techniques for minimiziing on-the-jobl

training time.

11. Institute at every VTS a formal program for career-

advancement study and training.

12. Develop a general Standard Operating Procedure For all
VTS's, allowing flexibility for aidaptvtion to locial conditions.

1 . Institute at every VTS a continuing program or refresher
training, to Include understanding of SOP, simulation of emergency

procedures, and check-rides on vessels In the VTS area.

£4. Institute at every VTS a continuing public relations

program so that, through watchstanders' visits to pilot and to tow

master gi-oups and visits of pilots and tow masters to the VTS, a

mutual appreciation or one another's needs and problems is developed.

Ix
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I A : r:ABBREVIATIONS

CPO - Chief Petty Officer
CPSS - General Purpose Simulation System
IOU-GAL - Houston-Galveston

SNOLA - New Orleans LA

SPPl - Plan-position indicator

PS Puget Sound

1S9: - San Francisco

SOP - Standard operating procedure

TSC - Transportation Systems Center

TSS . Traffic separation scheme

Vill' - Very high frequency

VMRS - Vessel Movement reporting system

v'rc .Vessel Traffic Center

VTS . Vessel Traffic Service
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v .J,
1, VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce the probability of vessel collisions and

groundings in crowded waterways, and to keep individual vessels

apprised of the total traffic situation, the U.S. Coast Guard is

operating several Vessel Traffic Services (VTS's), To profit from

the experience gained in operating these VTS's, both to improve

present services and plan future services, the Coast Guard's
Office of Research and Development has undertaken a broad program

of analysis of VTS operations.

Human performance is basic to the operation of a VTS. The

principal product of a VTS is a traffic advisory communicated by a
watchstander to a vessel master or pilot via V}II radio. The value

of the advisory is dependent on the skills of the various watch-

standers in acquiring and monitoring traffic data, in integrating

the data into a coherent picture of present and anticipated traffic,

and in composing and delivering a clear, concise and accurate

traffic advisory, Therefore the Coast Guard has recognized that
any model of VTS operations and productivity must include the

influence of watchstander performance on system performance, The

Coast Guard's Office of Research and Development has commissioned

the Human Factors Branch of the Department of Transportation's

Transportation Systems Center (TSC) to obtain and analyze data on

watchstander performance and to integrate the results into models
of watchstander activity and productivity. i..

For its first year's work on this study of VTS watchstanders,

TSC undertook the collection and analysis of data on watchstander

activities in routine operations in four opcruting VTS's: Houston-
Galveston, Puget Sound, New Orleans and San Francisco, The

analysis of each of the four VTS's was reported in an Interim

Report*, which included identification of problems related to the

C 
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specific VTS with appropriate recommendations. The present report

summarizes the findings of these studies as they apply to VTS's in
general.

In the rest of Section 1, VTS's are described first in terms
of their similarities with regard to inputs, Information processing,
and outputs; then the salient differences between individual VTS's
are described.

Section 2 summarizes the data collected on performance of
watchstanders in terms of utilization of time and utilization of
communications facilities.

In Section 3, a number of specific operational problems are

discussed in terms of their implications for improving VTS opera-
tions in general.

In Section 4, the performance data are fitted to the General
Purpose Simulation System as a preliminary model of watchstander
productivity. The strengths and weaknessei of the model are
discussed, and possible applications of the model are illustrated.

Section 5 presents a summary of what has been learned about
vrs watchstander performance during this first year of study and
offers appropriate recommendations.

1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF VISSBL TRAFFIC SERVICES

1.2.1 Traff ic Management*

Vessel Traffic Services are characterized as traffic manage-
ment systems. However, their operationail philosophy emphasizes
self-management by the vessels rather than control by VTS's, with
the VTS's providing information to assist the vessels. This
concept is reflected in the name: Vessel Traffic Service.

In providing traffic management services, VTS's interact with
two important traffic management aids; Channel 13 on VIHP-PNM radio
and Traffic Separation Schemes. Channel 13 has been reserved for
bridle-to-bridge communications, and most vessels are required to
maintain a continuous listening guard on it. A Traffic Separation

2
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Scheme (TSS) requires traffic to move only within defined traffic

lanes, usually restricted to ono direction of movement. Those

lanes may be defined by federal regulation, are marked by buoys,
and are indicated on standard navigation charts. When one or more

TSS's lie within a VTS area, the VTS may be responsible for

assurance of traffic compliance,

Basically, then, a VTS is a system of equipment and people
which receives Information about vessel traffic in a defined area,

processes the information, and informs vessels In the area of
conditions affecting safety and efficiency of transit. Only when

it Is necessary to avnid or resolve an unusual situation (generally

an emergency), will a VTS exercise direct control of traffic flow.

1.2.2 Information Flow in a VTS

The basic pattern of information flow in a VTS is:
Input-Information Processing-Output

• lInputs -- Inputs consist of all the data relevant to every

traffic movement, including:

Vessel identification
Vessel typo and characteristics

Vessel load

Vessel intentions

Vessel location

Vessel speed and direction of movement,

This information may be received via VHF radio, automatic

sensing equipment, or miscellaneous printed information. VHF radio
reporting is formalized in the Vessel Movement Reporting System

(VMRS), which requires a vessel to radio to the VTS relevant data
on entering or leaving the VTS area, on passing specified reporting

points, or on changing status. A radio channel is specified for

VTS communications, and participants are required to guard this

channel continuously. Participation in a VMRS is sometimes

required by law, sometimes voluntary.

~~'JI



Automatic seasing equipment at present includes radar and low-

light-level closid-circuit television.

Informa.tion Processing - Information processing at VTS's
includes logging, tracking, and predicting. Logging may involve
entering.relevant data on each vessel into a handwritten log, onto

vessel data cards, into a computer memory by keyboard action, or

some combination of these,

Tracking involves keeping track of the location of each

vessel in the system. Tracking may be accomplished by monitoring

radar and television returns, moving vessel traffic cards through
a series of storage positions, moving vessel models on a plotting

table, calculating and dizplying position in a computer-based
processing and display system, or some conibination of- these. When

exact positions are not directly sensed or reported, trafric is

periodically moved through the tracking system in accordance with
positions dead-reckoned from the latest reported position and

speed of each vessel. The calculations may be performed by watch-

standers or by a computer,

Prediction of future traffic situations involves extrapolation
of tracked and plotted data, Vessel meetings, overtakings and
crossings are predicted and Integrated with other data to forecast

hazardous situations, such as dense traffic, passings in constricted i
locations, and interactions with unusual events (for example,

fishing fleets, sailing regattas, accidents and the like). Pre-

diction is fundamentally a mental function of the watchstander.

Formulas, plotting devices, and radar cursors may sometimes be used

as aids, but their use is infrequent. Where computers are available,
they are programmed to predict and display future traffic listings,
but the watchstander may modify these predictions if the computer

program is judged to be inadequate,

Outputs -- Traffic advisories are the principal output of

VTS's. A traffic advisory is generally a message directed to a
single vessel via VHF radio, telling that vessel what traffic and
channel conditions it can expect to encounter during a specified

Stime period. When the occasion requires it, an advisory may

4
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include cautionary warnings that the vessel is exceeding a speed

limit, straying away from a traffic lane, or similar admonitions.

When It is judged necessary for safety or to resolve a complicated

traffic situation, a VT'S may issue a command to a vessel; however,

great care is exercised to limit control advisories as much as

possible.

VTS's may record traffic summaries for automatic playback to

telephone enquiries or for broadcast by the Captain of the Port's

Office (when not in conflict with commercial sources). When the

operational load and commercial restrictions permit, VTS's will

provide message relay services both for Coast Guard organizations

and for participating vessels.

1,2.3 VTS Punctions

The principal functions performed by VTS watchatanders include

m torningl, Inl'ormation processLng, and commun tenting,
Monitoring involves keeping track of what is happening. It

always involves maintaining a guard on the VTS assigned radio

channel as well as Channel 13. It may involve watching traffic as
displayed on radar and television scopes, on plotting tables or

card racks, or on computer display devices. Activity may be at a

low level, although radio channel selection and tuning, radar and

television adjustments, or computer display request-keying may be

involved.

Information processing has been described in Section 1.2.2.

Activities involved include writing or keying new information,
marking vessel positions on radar scopes, moving cards or models

on plots, keying display requests or operat'ing calculating devices.

The considerable amount of mental activity involved in predicting

future situations can not be distinguished from monitoring by an

observer.

Codnmunication involves speaking and listening on VIIF radio

equipment, including receiving information and issuing advisories,

Communicating is observable and may also be tape-recorded for

detailed analysis.

.. . T'
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1 2.4 VTS lluty_ Positions

In most V'J'S's, the area of rosponsibility is dividod into

sectors, A sector watchstander duty position is defined for each

sector. The watchstander operating the position performs all

functions (monitoring, processing, communicating) required for that

sector. At Puget Sound VTS, however, duty positions are defined by
function (Primary Communicator, Plotter, Radar Operator). The

watchstander operating the position performs the assigned function

for the entire system. j
At all VTS's a duty position (External Communicator) is

recognized for handling inr.opting and outgoing communications other

than direct radio contact with vessels in the system. However, the

Eixternal Communicator position is not always formally manned; often

all personnel on duty informally share the external duties.

A VTS 1. always under the direction of a commiisloncd officer,

given the position of Watch Officer. At some VTS's, the Watch

Officer is assisted by a Chief Petty OfFicer (CPO)* in the duty
position of Watch Supervisor, The combined team of persons manning

a VTS's duty positions for a given watch period is termed a Watch

Section. Cenerally one or more trainees may be assigned to a Watch

Section for on-the-Job training.

1.3 CHARACTERISTICS OP INDIVIDUAL VTS's

The preceding general description of V'rS characteristics

encompasses the four VTS's that were the subject of this study:

Hlouston-Galveston (IIOU-GAL), New Orleans LA (NOLA) , Puget Sound

(PS), and San Prancisco (811). Specific characteristics of the

individual VTS's, however, vary considerably. As a background for
subsequent discussion of operations, the individual characteristics

of the four VTS's have been summarized in Table 1-1. The values

shown are as of the dates when TSC personnel observed operations for

this study.

lnlisted pay grade E7, E38 or 139.

i :6



'*TAIBI, I CIIARACTLIISTICS OF1 INDIVIDUAl v'rvs'

VT8 Location and HOU-GAL NOLA PS S11

Date of Data Collection SHP '77 APR '78 JAN '78 JUL '7B

Assigned Radio Channel 12 11,12,14 14 13

Vessel Reports (VMRS) Volun. Volun. Mand. Volun.

Sensing - Radar SLtes 1 4 2
Television Sites 4Miscollan'eous Printed

mat eroia X X

SInformation Processin

'.-Logging - L~og Sheets X X
S- Vessel Dat•a Cards X X X
S- Computer X X

ITracking - Plot Update Period 1S sec. 30 sec. 15 mn.
. Monitoring Radar X X X
- Movini Cards X X
- Plotting Table X
- Computer X X

Prediction - Mental X X X X
o Radar Cursor X X X

-Computer X X

outputs
Traffic Advisories CVI.IF,

Radio) X X X X
Telephone rape Recording X

OI.eerations

Sectors 3 4 1 1
Ship Channel Characteristic Narrow Narrow Open Open
Traffic Separation Scheme X X

Mann ing

Basic Watch Section 8 5 4
Positions - Watch OfCicer 11 1 1

- Watch Supervisor
(CPO) 1

- Sector Watchstander 3 4 1
- Primary Communicator 1
- Plotter 1
- Radar Operator 1
- LExternal Communi-

cater 1 1

7



1.3.1 Communications

Hous1tonm and Puga t Sound each operate on one reserved VHF'

channel. Transceivers are so located in the HOU-GAL area that
• each sector's radio traffic can. be distinguished at it.s sector

position. However, Puget. Sound has been unableto sectorize its
operation because of communi'cations ovef'1ap. 'The'three channels
at NOLA are generally adequate for the four sectors except near
sector boundaries. Howeverv having to share Channel 14 with
operators of canal locks raises some serious interference problems
on that channel. San Francisco's traffic load is light enough to
permit use of 0ýo bridge-to-bridge channel (13) without serious
interference.

1.3.123.2 n

All four VTS's rely basically on a VMRS, but only in Puget
Sound is participation mandatory, and only in part of that system.
Houston has radar coverage of the Galveston area and four television
sites to add to the information obtained from the VMRS. Puget
Sound has less versatile radar equipment but a broad area of
coverage; periodic radar checks are made of the positions of vessel
models on the plotting table. San Francisco bases its monitoring

on the excellent coverage afforded by its two radar sites. Only17 New Orleans has no traffic sensing equipment to permit vorification
of its traffic plot.

1.3.3 Information Processing

Having a computer to assist in logging, tracking and predict-
ing distinguishes HOU-GAL and NOLA from the other two VTS~s.
However, display limitations and excessive keying requirements

-. .-1 have caused HOU-GAL to maintain both a manual logging of vessel

* '-I departures and a parallel card-tracking system that result in
considerable duplication of effort. Tracking accuracy at HOU-GAL
is relatively high, because of frequent position updating and or
radar and television verification; however, the computer produces
a display of much poorer resolution than is available in the data.

8
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The NOLA computer-generated plot has adequate resolution and fre-

quent updating, but the lack of sensors to verify computed posi-

* tions constitutes a oerious problem in system accuracy.

Puget SouNI ' 4 p Iott Ing tathlo hits ftirn poovrr posItion r10o,40t1.

Stlion and lower position update 1'roquency than the Computer-gonerated
displays. Part of the system can be monitored by radar, but thet Primary Communicator bases advisories mainly on what the plotting

j. table shows, since the radar scopes ore not visible to him, On

the contrary, San Prancisco's radar coverage and resolution is

excellent, and its traffic load is light. So one Sector Watch-
stander can generally handle the whole system, doing tracking by

watching th, radar, with an array of data cards mainly as

reminders of vessol data. A plotting board is maintained for a

channel outsido the area of radar coverage, but. traffic is rela-

tively light there and easily trackeid with the cards.

W For prediction, both computer systems will display on demand

a l tsting of time, place and nature of future encounters for any.

specified vessel. This display is always used in giving advisories

at NOLA, but, because of keying requirements and display delay, is

seldom used at IIOU-GAL. At both locations, the watchstander may
modiry these predictions on the basis of his understanding and

Judgment. Predictions are made by montal extrapolation from the

plot at PS, from the radar at SF.

L.3.4 Outputs

There are systematic variations between VTS's in the format
of advi-orios (see 3,3,3), but all are similar messages, spoken

over the VIIP radio. PS also prepares a voice-tape listing

commercial traffic, available to the general public by telephone,

1.3.5 Operations

The two VTS's serving traffic on a narrow, winding waterway

(HiOU-GAL and NOLA) are soctorized, with one watchstander perform-

ing all required functions ror his ,octor. liecC111sC of coD11mmUln-

cations overlap on the one channel, and because of the efforts

9
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required in maintaining a manual plot of high-voluine traffic within

a large, opcn area.of seaways, I'S has divided its operation by

functions r"ther than s'ctors, On the other hand, because of low

traffic volume, SF is ess'ntially a one-sector one-man operation.

* 1,3.6 Staf °

The number of positions staffed at each VTS is roughly propor-

tionate to the volume of traffic handled, At HOU-GAL and PS, the

* number of positions is the same as the basic number of people in
the Watch Section, ir.plying that everyone is assigned to some

position throughout a watch. In these two VTS's the External

Communicator uosition functions parttally as a rest or relief

assignmunt, At NOLA and SF, two members of the Watch Crew are
always assigned to rest breaks, although they help the supervisors

handle external communications. Watch Sections usually have
additional personnel assignod for on-the-job training. Every Watch

Station has a 3ection CPO, but only at NOLA is there a duty position
exclusively for the Watch CPO.

10
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2, WATCHSTANDER ACTIVITIES

Because of the many differences among the four VTS's (seeL ~Table 1-1), variations were found in the way watchstander time was

utilized and in the use of communications facilities.

VK .i 2.1 TIME ALLOCATI'ONS

The data collected at each VTS on the frequency and duration
of activities were combined to determine the percentage of time

devoted to each major runcti.on. Operating differences and changes

in datu recording techniques made it necessary to adopt some
simplifying assumptions, the principal one being the averaging of

the three duty positions related to vessel traFric management

"(Primary Communicator, Plotter and Radar Operator) into an equiva-

"£ [lent sector watchstander function at Puget Sound, Table 2-1
summarizes these results, with each column representing the way a
typical sector watchstander's time was utilized during the periods

1of observation. Also in Table 2-1, the average number of vessels
per hour In a sector (or equivalent sector at Puget Sound) is

shown as an indicator of workload. Although an average of 27

vessels per hour were tracked in New Orleans, only 19 (participat-
ing vessels) communicated with the VTS. A high proportion of

forries wore in the systems at Puget Sound and San Francisco (74
and 50 percent, respectively). Since communications with ferries
were few and very brief, the traffic loads at those two VTS's have

been adjusted by eliminating ferries,

2.1.1 C0ommunlcat lons Time

The communications effort roughly reflects the traffic load.
The Houston-Galveston figure may be spuriously high, because
measurements from sector communications tapes were confounded by

* some transmissions picked up from adjacent sectors. Nevertheloss,

a somewhat higher percentage of communications would be expocted,
because reporting points are more numerous on the Houston channel

than in the other systems. In interpreting communications time

iiA
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IABIIX 2 1. 'riMl-. ALLOCATION OF AN AVEIRAGEi SECTOR WATCIISTANDER

PURCIUNT OF TIMH ALLOCATED TO: .OU-GAL NOLA PS SF

Communicating with vessels 18 22 13 12
Communicating with others 3 7 S 7

Monitoring 40 30 41 45

Computer/radio/plot 12

Radar/TV 28

Tracking 39 34 24 11

Computer 16
Plot is
Cards 23 3
Radar 6

Miscellaneous 7 17 25

HOURLY AVURAGE
Number of vessels in sector 10 27(19) 13* S*

*Less rerries

"7 F
12
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for New Orleans, it should be noted that New Orleans wntchstanders

do not communiicate with ioin-participtLti•g vessels, although they

do monitor and track them. The average number or participating

vessels per sector per hour at Now Orleans was 19. Generally,
between 35 and 70 seconds per hour is spent communicating with

each vessel in a sector.

2.1.2 Monitoring Timin

Despite differences in types and amount of surveillance equ~p-
meat and plotting aids, Houston, Puget Sound and San Prancisco

watchstanders all devoted about 40-45 percent of their time to
monitoring the traffic situation. New Orleans watchstanders

oppe r•rd to hlinve less timi for monitoring, presumably because the

heavier traLCric load kept them busier at other tasks.

2.1.3 Tracking Time

Activities that wore considered tracking functions varied
considerably In frequency among the VTS's. Although sector traffic-
was not heavy, Houston watchstnnders spent 39 percent of their
time tracklng. However, they were maintaining a data-card tracking

system in parallel with the computer-based tracking, because they
could prepare advisorl-s faster and easier from the cards than from

the computer displays. The data suggest that if they could do

without the cards (as was done at New Orleans), tracking time would
be reducod to about 16 percent, Of course, New Orleans watch-

standers spent 34 percent of the time tracking, but their traffic

load was considerably heavier than Houston's. The card-plot-radar

system at Puget Sound required more tracking time for the same
tracking load than did the two computer-based systems. The light,

well-dispersed traffic load combined with high-quality radar
displays and good area coverage by radar, permitted simplified

tracking at San L'rancisco; taking only about 11 percent of the
watchstander's time,

13
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2.1.4 Miscellaneous Time

The routine operations observed at these VTS's did not over-

load watchstanders, When the system did not demand communicating,

when the plot (as up to date, and when the traffic situation was

well understood, there were periods of."free" time which watch-

standers filled by conversing with other watchstanders or super-

visors, reading notices, references, Or other material, and a

variety of other activities not 'directly related to traffic

management, all of which have been combined in Table 2-1 under

"Miscellaneous" time, Because of the extra work involved in main-
taining the double tracking system, the Houston watchstanders had

relatively little of this time. If they could rely only on the

computer system for tracking, however, an estimated 23 percent of

their time would be freed, comparing well with the 25 percent

observed under an equivalent traffic load level at San Francisco.

Miscellaneous time was not evenly divided among the three functions
at Puget Sound that were averaged for an equivalent sector watch-

stander. The Plotter had 33 percent miscellaneous time, the Radar

Operator 15 percent, and the Primary Communicator only 2 percent.

Miscellaneous time is not wasted time. The data under review
were all collected during periods of routine operations. A variety

of unusual or emergency situations may occur from time to time to

stress the system. Stress conditions include heavy traffic con-

' centration, special events (such as regattas), accidents or L

incidents within the system, and loss of surveillance or communi-

cation capabilities. Since these occurrences are generally unpre-.

dictable, the VTS must be ready to respond to them at all tim.s,.

The miscellaneous time in an operation, then, can be considered
buffer time -- insurance of readiness to respond to system stress,

2,1.5 Genoralized Model of Time Utilization

As a first stop toward generatina a generalized model ouf
I..•..:;watchstandor time utilization, the data for the four VTS's were

combined. Several assumptions and corrections were made to render

14
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the data comparable for a hypothetical general system, as follows:

Hlouston-Galveston -- Only computer tracking time was

assumed; time now being used for card tracking

i was considered miscellaneous time.

New Orleans -- Communications time was based on

assumed communications with all vessels being

carried (including non-participants).

Puget Sound -- The time allocations for 3 watch-

standers were averaged for a single hypothetical
sector watchstunder. Ferry traffic was removed

from traCfic load.

San Francisco -- A correction was applied to traffic

load to account for the low communications

requireiments of rerrics.

Following these adjustments, percentage of time given to each

function was plotted against average number of vessels per hour

per sector, and function curves were drawn. The resulting model

Vr Is shown in Figuro 2-1.

This admittedly oversimplified picture does disclose some

trends that might logically be expected. Since each vessel in the

system requires separate communications and tracking activity, the
proportion of time allocated to the~e two functions increasen with

traffic load. Job-related additional communications are relatively
unafrected by the traffic load. To balance the extra time devoted

to communicating and tracking, watchstanders spend less time mon-
itoring and havo loss miscellaneous time available with heavier

traffic loads.

Two critical points can be anticipated with increasing sector

loads, lirst, the requirements for communicating, tracking and

monitoring will combine to 100 percent, leaving no residual

miscellaneous timo. Operation at this level can continue for an

Indefinite period of time with no dramatic consequences, but a

sudden incident could suddenly overload the watchstander when his

services are most critically needed. Operating at a zero or low-

15I
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level mlscellanoous time mode, therefore, Involves risks associated

with inability to rcspond adequately to emergencies. New Orleans

is operating now at close to this mode; should mandatory partici-

pation be Imposed at New Orleans, the increased traffic workload
might well overload watchstanders under present operating condi-
t ions.

The second critical point that Figure 2-1 suggests Is at the

traffic load whero communicating and tracking requirements add to
i00 percent, leaving no time for monitoring. In a manual tracking

system, we. might expect that some critical loss of monitoring time
short of total loss would afoect till functions enough to warn that

operational risks were serious. However, in a computer-based

system, operations could continue with the watchstander having

complete, uncritical reliance on computer-prepared advisories,

Extrapolating the functions in Figure ,-1 to predict these

critical points must be done with caution. First, the functions

are based on sparse data and several simplifying assumptions.

Second, there Is no guarantee that the functions are linear --

they might curve sharply or become dicontinuous at higher load
levels. Third, the number of vessels in the sector is only an

approximate measure of actual workload. The functions do provide
a conceptual model of VTS workload dynamics, however, and support

the fullowing general conclusions:
I

a. As traffic load increases, time required for communicating
with vessels and tracklng them will Increase.

b. As workload increases, residual time for response to

emergencles will decrease,

c, As workload increases, time available for monitoring the

traffic situation will decrease, with a consequent

Increase in uncritical reliance on computer-based

advisories.

l'ossihlo remedies for the consequences of increased sector
""• ~workload Include :

a. Reduction of communication time through less frequent

5 Mod'



check-in transactions and shorter advisories.

b, Reduction of tracking time through less frequent
check-ins, automatic data inputs, and more efficient

manual inputs.

c. Addition of sectors in the operating area.

d. Functional sharing of sector watchstander 4uties
among two or more watchmtanders,

2.2 COMMUNICATIONS USE

2.2,1 Channel Utilization

At each of the four VTS's studied, communications at sector
watchstander positions were tape recorded. Each tape was analyzed

by a computer programmed to measure the time during which voice

transmissions were occurring. These transmissions included both
VTS-to-vessel and vessel-to-VTS transmissions as well as any

other transmissions picked up by the VTS receiver. Corrections

were applied to these measurements as follows:

a. At Houston-Galveston, three sectors shared Channel 12.

Different receivers are located so that each picks up transmissions
mainly from one sector. However there is some overlap (reception
at one sector of transmissions from others). A detailed analysis

of some of the data showed 18 percent overlap in one sector, ThisI.•

correction was applied to the measurements for the entire system,

yielding an estimate oF 23 percent channel utilization per sector,
or 69 percent for the three sectors. This figure is high to the

extent that different sectors were transmitting at the same time
without interfer'once at the sector receivers. Since total

communications time was-estimated independently at 18 percent for

an average sector watchstander, 54 percent seems to he a reasonable

upper limit for channel utilization across the three sectors.

"b. At Now Orleans, each of the three sectors analyzed had a

different channel. Two sectors averaged 19 percent utilization-

the third averaged 51 percent, but it shared the channel with

4 16A
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canal locks radio tra'rfic, which cnusod considerable interference.

Allowing for the higher vessel traffic load in the third sector, a

value of 20% utilization was estimated as a representative figure

for each channel in the system.

c. At San Francisco, the VTS shared Channel 13 with bridge-

to-bridge coinmunications, which were measured as occurring 4 percent

of the time; so the measured 16 percent channel utilization was

reduced to 12 percent as the VTS utiliznltion figure,

Table 2-2 summarizes these channel utilization figures.

llouiton-(Galvoston makoe the heaviest use of available communications

capacity, which is adequate for routine operations. New Orleans

and Puget Sound are putting even less stress on their capacity,

and San Francisco is having no problem sharing Channel 13 with the

bridge-to-bridge communications. Only rarely does traffic bunch

up enough to require a vessel to wait an unduly long time to

communicate with these VTS's in routine operations.

2.2.2 Communications Characteristics

In Table 2-3, some of the outstanding characteristics of

communications pructices at the four VTS's are summarized. The

term "transaction" was adopted to describe a complete two-way

conversation from initial call to sign-off. A transaction may

include several transmissions plus pauses ("dead time"). Some
pauses occur when a watchstander looks up data or calls up computer

displays; such time has been charged as part of transaction time

in our summaries. These average transaction times are useful for

gross comparisons between VTS's. However, it should be noted that

there is considerable variance behind each average -- many routine

reports take only a few seconds, while a check-in transaction may

take several minutes.

The average amount of time devoted to each vessel in the

system per hour shows that, despite great differences in equipment
and procedures, New Orleans, Puget Sound and San Francisco provide

essentially the same amount of communications time per vessel,

The Hlouston-Galveston Vrs appea.a to spend up to twice as much time

II " -/ "t i "



"TABLE 2-2. VIII RAI)IO CHANNEL. tisr

HOU-GAI. NOLA PS SP

, Percent channel utilization 54 20 30 12

Number of channels 1 3 1 1

II

TABLIE 2-3. COMMUNICATIONS CiHARACTIHRISTICS

Averaie Hourly Characteristic IHOU-GAL NOLA PS SI'

Number of transactions 06 45 46 20

"Number of transactions per vessel 3.2 0.8 1.2 2.5 1
rime per Transaction (see) 22 53 30 21

"Dead time" per transaction (sec) 12 29 6 5

"Dead time" per transaction (%) 55 55 ,0 24

Lommunication time per vessel (sec) 70 42 35 53

Percent vessel-initt.ated
transactions .90 91 73 76

20
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as the others i n comnunicat ing. Although this estimate may be
spuriously high because of sector overlap in our measurements, two
factors would lead us to expect Houston to communicate more, Flirst,
reporting points are closer together in the Houston.system, reflec-

tin& a need for more rrequont advisories, particularly in the
narrow, winding, busy upper channel, Second, both the vessels and
the VIS observed more rigid standard requirements for report

frequency in the Houston system. Participation of vessels was
more haphazard at New Orleans; advisories covered longer time
periods at Puget Sound, and advisory frequency and length were
both purposely minimized at San Francisco. The San Francisco
figures here Included ferry transactions, which were very short.

Other characteristic values in Table 2-3 point up interesting

operational differences. New Orleans is characterized by trans-
actions that ar. relatively infrequent (on the average of one per
hour with each participating vessel) but fairly long (an average
of 53 seconds), The "dead time" percentages show that New Orleans
and Houston communications are charqctorized by long pauses within
a transaction. Observations showed that the pauses often occurred
while the watchstander keyed data into or out of the computer.
Substituting cards for some computer use at Houston did not reduce
the overall proportionate amount of dead time, but communicating
time was loss because of shorter transactions. Apparently, read-
ing directly from a plotting table (Puget Sound) or a radar scope
(San FrancLsco) is more efficient than calling up computer

assistance. The data can not show which mode is more accurate;
prosuanbly the computer is less vulnerable to tracking error.
However, the results do show that the value of computer assistance
in VTS's is highl) dependent on the ease and speed with which the
data needed for advisories can be retrieved,

About 90 percent of the transactions were vessel-initiated at
Houston and New Orleans, indicating more frequent passing points
and mOre frequent requests for information than at the other two
VTS's, which averaged about 7S percent vessel-initiated transactions.

21
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F
Table 2-4 shows the average length nnd relative rrequency of

four types of transactions; advisories, chock-ins chock-outs, and

other (including requests for information , updates without

advisories, and incomplete calls). At Houston and New Orleans,

the majority of transactions were advisories, with Now Orleans
taking more time per advisory than Houston, partly because of

time required to call up the traffic summary display (Houston used

the cards for advisories) and partly because Houston provided
shorter advisories. Puget Sound issued advisories covering a
period of 30 minutes (sometimes longer) but averaged fewer

advisories per vessel. Por example, tows with log booms were

generally contacted only once per watch. San lPrancisco had

relatively little traffic to report and thus could issue short and
Infrequent advisories. Also, a special effort was made there to
eliminate unnecessary wordiness.

Check-in transactions involved entering a basic set of data

on a vessel, either directly into a keyboard (Now Orleans), or

into a data card. Apparently, It takes about three times as long
to key in information as to write it on a card. The Houston entry

time lies in the middle, probably because sometimes the watchstander

would key in the data during the transaction; at other times he
would let several curds accumulate, and key the data while not

communicating. The effect of the computer is not necessarily to

lengthen data entry time, but it can lengthen the amount of commun3- V
cation time tied up for data entry. At San Francisco, ferries

check in with the VTS at the beginning of each run but often

require no advisory, accounting for the high proportion of chock-ins

thero.

Average check-out time was in the range of 17 to 24 seconds
at all VTS's, Relative frequency and length of miscellaneous

• transactions variod'considerably, reflecting specific charLcter-
Istics of each VTS area as well as unscheduled demands for special

services. These miscellaneous transactions averaged 16 percent of a

communications time over the four VTS's.
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TABLE 2-4. CIIARACTLRIISTICS 01: TRANSACTION TYPLS

AVERACE LENGTIH OF TRANSACTION (SBC.)
TYPE HOU-GAL NOLA PS Sp

Advisories 20 so 34 21

Check-ins 76 88 27 25

Check-outs 21 24 17 Z3

Other 8 34 46 16

FREQUENCY OP TRANSACTION TYPES (%)

HOU - GAL NOLA PS Si{

Advisories 77 58 33 1s
Chock-ins 5 13 37 42
Check-outs 7 9 18 7

Other 11 20 12 36

Ii "
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3, ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

3.1 EQUIPMENT

3.1.1 Surveillance Bquipment

Vessels maneuvering through a narrow, twisting, crowded water-
way can not proceed at a steady pace. Even in more open waters,

currents and tides can affect speed of advance. Therefore, a
trucking system based on dead reckoning of position is sure to

have some error of position, which generally increases with time.
Tracking errors are compounded by the uncertainty and errors
inherent in position reports. As a remedy, independent sensors

of vessel position provide invaluable checks, from time to time,

of the true location of vessels in a tracking system.

Table 3-1 summarizes the relative advantages and disadvantages
of surveillance and computer devices in use at VTS's. Details

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Radar is the basic surveillance aid for VTS's. It is accurate,

precise, independent of time of day, relatively independent of

weather, and provides a wide area of coverage. However, the v'rs

radar systems do not provide vessel Identification, nor do exist-

ing computer-generated displays provide integration of Identifica-

tion with radar returns, Therefore, radar tracking alone can be
vied only when there are few enough vessels in the system for the

watchstander to keep track of their identities by memory. San

Francisco is the only VTS studied where the traffic load permits

the watchstander to prepare advisories from the displayed radar
returns. All other VTS's require a separate traffic plot. Puget

Sound VTS maintains a low-resolution, infrequently updated, manual

plot; HOU-CAL and NOLA have high resolution, frequently updated,

computer-generated plots. Where radar Is available in these

systems, it is used to check the plot rather than as the reference
for advisories.
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TABLE 3-1. REMARKS ON VTS EQUIPMNIfNT

EQUIPMENT ADVANTAGIE DI SADVANTAGE

Surveillance Real-time, real-world
feedback

Radar Accurate and precise No identification
Broad area of coverage information
Independant of time-of- Susceptible to ground
day clutter
Relatively independent Use requires training
of weather Display requires low
Relatively little brightness environment
adjustment needed

Television Familiar, realistic Restricted field and
display range
Accurate Prequent adjustments
Some identification needed
information Susceptible to weather
Some information at (fog and precipitation)
night

Compuer Rapid update of data Manual inputs required
Rapid integration of in present systems
data
Versatile display of
"data
Preparation of records

HOUt- CAL Plot display unrealistic
Plot resolution 0,25
mile
No data tags on plot
EIxcessive keying needed
Inadequate number of
concurrent listings
Display delays

NOILA Realistic plot display Inadequate number of
Plot resolution 0.10 concurrent lists
mile Excessive keying needed
Rapid response
Lists and plot on onedisplay
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Radar as used in VIS's has other weakn,,sses. It is susceptible
to ground clutter, making it more suitable for open seaways than
for narrow channels lined with many reflective targets. Interpre-
tation of radar imagery requires special training. Finally, tho

basic CRT display is of low brightness, requiring operation in a

dimly-lit room and frequent changes in visual adnpt~tIon by users,

Television, currently in use only at IIOU-GAL, has some distinct

advantages, It presents images like those a human observer would

see at that location, thus requiring a minimum of image interpre-

tation, It contains many cues to identification of vessels and

shows positions with respect to known landmarks. The low-light-

level system at Houston provides considerable detail even at night,

Disadvantages of television include a restricted field of view

(requiring the operator to select cameras, pan, zoom, and focus

frequently) and loss of visibility in fog and precipitation.

The selection and location of surveillance aids must be

determined for each VTS individually. However, thcIr use at atll

VTS's is sirongly recommended. Without this feedback there Is

virtually no check on the accuracy of a traffic situation plot

between vessel reports, nor on the accuracy of the reports them-

selves. This uncertainty in the data undermines the confidence of

the watchstanders in their own advisories, which is sensed by

vessel masters and pilots, who ir turn lose confidence in the

* service and become reluctant to participate and carelesi in report-
ing, This situation was clearly evident at NOLA, the only VTS

without surveillance aids,

3.1.2 Computers

The two computer-based VTS data processing and display systems

(at HOU-GAL and NOLA) were designed indepundently. Basically they

perform the same functions; they accept and store vessel status
information entered by keyboard; they plot the traffic situation

on a map-like display, and they display, on demand, summary lists

of information, including a prediction of future encounters for an),

designated vessel. In detail there are some significant differences,

I,:
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however. The IHOU-(AL computer generLates a situation display of
I " limlted information, requires excessive keying, and responds sIowly

to keyed requests. The NOLA computer presents a map-like situation

display with vessel position and idontification, requires somewhat

loss keying than the HOU-GAL system, and responds faster. Both

systems should he modified to demand loss keying and to display a

greater amount of data at one timo.

The differences between the two systems are clearly roflected

in watchstanders' procedures. At HOU-GAL, a secondary card tracking

system is maintained that duplica1tCs many of the computer functions

but is considered easier and Castor to use, This redundant activ-

ity occupies an estimatod 2.1 percent or the watchstanders' time.

rhc speciaI display for a traflic advisory Lq slow to call up at

1louston and requires erasure of hlasle traffic data on one or the

display surruces, rhorororo, the watchstanders rarely use It, On

the other hand, Now Orleans operators readily interpret the

sLtuation display without any backup tracking system and always
cull up thuir special display for trnffic advisories,

The Implicntlons for design o1 future systems or these and

other problems noted at the VTS's with computers have been reported

to tho USC(C Rusearch anti iovelopment Conter In support of their

development of1 spocifIcatIons for the second generation processing

and display subsystem.

5.1,3 Room Illumination

Two major problems in operations room Illumination wore

Idontil'tid: the roomiis wvere goner Iily m• intni iied at too d hi level
or Illumination, and the illumination level varied considerably

within some VIs, A dim room is difficult to move around In, anu,
because some tasks will require higher light levels, It is
generally unevenly illuminatod, Uneven illumination requires

continual adaptation and pupil adjuscment of the eyes as they scan

difrrfrnt areas and can cause discomfort and fatigue, Achinig

or burning eyes were among the top complaints checked on the stress

questionnaire at every V'TS visited. There Is no simplu solution
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to illumination probloms, but the lollowing procedurcs may he
helpfil wh6n feasible:. -

u.. In general,,maintain an even level of illumination ýwi-thin the
visual r'crk area at each duty station. .

;h.'Where thenmajor' displays are all dim (rad~ar VPl's and
oqulvalent),t maintain.the'room illumination at or' slightly above
the display level, Shield all displays from glare sources, and

eliminatbý glare sources when.,feaiible by Bealli-h.goff 'light leaks
at windows and duors, dimming bright panel indicator lights, and

the like. Whore higher levels of light are needed (as for reading
print or writing), limit the illuminatod aream through use of spot

lights. Be sure that light sources are not reflected in display
face platec,

c. Where relatively bright (such as television) and dim (such as

* radar) displays must be used in the same room, maintain the general
room illumination level at or slightly above the level of the

bright displays and shield the dim displays.

3.2 COMMUNICATIONS F:ACILITIES

At the time the study was conducted at the four VTS's, the
communications facilities ware adequate to handle routine opera-
tional communications loads (see 2.2). However several problems

related to communications should be noted:

a, The requirements for communications channels involve

trarfic load, sectorization, and the location of transceiver sites.
Houston, with a moderately heavy traffic load but good siting was

able to tolerate some overlap and operate three sectors on one

channel. Puget Sound had attempted to sectorize, but, in spite of
having four transceiver sites for its one channel, experienced too

much overlap in some areas. New Orleans, with three channels,

* I still had severe problems in sharing one of Its channels with canal
lock radio traffic. New Orleans also had somo reception problems,

most of which can be solved by relocating sector boundaries to
match site transmission patterns better. When vessel traffic loads
suggest division of a VTS area into additional sectors, transmission
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weight in determining the number of radio channels required and
the location of transceivers,

b-. At New Orloansb the WatchSvpervisor had to attach his

headset to a sector communications console in order to take part
ln transactions (to resolve a problem, for example). Bvery .VTS

should provide the Watch Supervisor with a communications console
versatile enough to permit him to monitor or take over the trans-

actions at anylposition,

c. Communications noise was both annoying and fatiguing at
some VTS's. These effects should be minimized by providing high
quality roceivers and headsets. Inter-position interference will

be reduced If good equipment permits operation at low volume. In

addition, sound shielding could be installed to reduce noise ard

interference.

d, Communications consoles were observed to vary considerably

among the VTS's, but all appeared to be essentially a group of
individual units stacked together. This resulted in considerable

redundancy in selection and tuning controls and indicator lights,
a waste of space, and an undue amount of selecting and reaching by

the watchstanders. Consideration should be given to designing an

integrated communications console, with simplified displays andS~~controls, -

3.3 OPERIATIONS

.3.3.1 Paratipion

The Vessel Movement Reporting System (VMRS) is the basic

source of traffic information at every VTS. Sophisticated
surveillance systems may show vessels that have failed to report,
but only through the vessel's report can its identity be established.

Likewise, computer displays are generated from data originating in

reports from vessels. If a vessel master or pilot decides not to

pnrticipate in the VMRS, his vessel may not appear at all in VTS

traffic plots and advisories, or at best, appear with incomplete

Information.
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At the time that TSC obscrvcd operations at the New Orleans

A"' VTS, lack of full participation in the VMRS wai at the heart of a
* "vicious circle of conSequences (see FPgure,3-l.).: Poor participation

led toiinadequate advlscrlos which caused'ýasters ahd pilots to
l . ose cdofidu Ince in .the VTS advisories, which led to poorbot par'ti .ci-

, .pation.. Two secon4*ry e~ffects a jgravated the c•ircle furt her.
(1) Some masters and-pilots, disillusioned with the value of the

VMRS, be.game careless in giving posit-ion reports, thus adding errors
to the VTS data base and thq,,resultant advisories. Ci) Som 'watch-

standers betrayed a lack of confidence in their advisories by voice

and manner of speAking, which was detected by tho masters and

pilots, further increasing their reluctance to participate.

One approach to assuring full participation in the VMRS is to

make it mandatory, In Puget Sound, vessels are required by law
to report to the VTS, Although participation is nearly 100 percent

in Puget Sound, so is it in Houston-Galveston.and San Francisco,
where participation is voluntary. Puget Sound participat'ion
increased when it became mandatory, but incruased even more when 4

radar surveillance was activu'ed. The radar could be Intorpretod

as having a coercive effect, increasing the chances that a non-

participant would be caught, but this does not explain the success

of the voluntary systems.

The basic key to obtaining participation in the VMRS is for
the VTS to provide a useful service. Position reporting then

becomes a reasonable price to pay for receiving the service, There

were problems of non-particlpation at flouston-Galveston in its
early days of operation, but once it proved Itsetf as a reliable,
desirable service, these problems lessened considorably. The

present problem at New Orleans, however, is not sinply a case of

"growing pains". There, the fundumental problem is the uncertainty
in the information provided; thus the VTS is likely to find it much
more difficult to demonstrate its value until surveillance aids are
installed and operating, providing the extra measure of reliability
needed to create a demand for the advisory service.
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KA MATIS WATCSTADEI:HAV

SAOYN !POSITION WATCIISTANDFSIlAr

PA TIACiPATE, IN ADVISOT3 RIES IC

SO~liMASTERS AND PILOTS

FIGURkL 3-1. THE VICIOUS CIRCLE3 OF NONPARTICIPATION
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3.3.2 Schedules of Work

Puget Sound VTS operates an 8-hour watch; the other three
VTS's are on 12-hour watches. The 12-hour watch is generally
preferred whenever it is in operation, By combining duty time into
longer periods, off-duty time can also be in longer periods. The
only way to avoid the stresses associated with frequent changes in
time of day for work and sleep and still maintain a continuous
watch, is to assign people to permanent shifts, an alternative which
is completely unacceptable to the VTS personnel, Therefore watch-
standers must cycle through watch periods and vary their work-sleep
pattern, creating a cumulative fatigue. Since a 12-hour watch
leaves a watchstander only 0-1O hours at home between watches,
including time for sleep, liberty time is particularly precious.
If liberty time is too short, too much of it Is spent in catching
up on sleep, with too little time left for the watchstander's
family and social life.

In spite of their favoring a 12-hour watch, many watchstanders
admit that they feel tired and less efficient during the latter
part of the watch. 'Phis raises a serious question as to the
increased risk of forgetfulness, carelessness and poor judgment

during the last 4 hours of a 12-hour watch. The existence of such
risk can not be demonstrated -- indeed, the general level of response
to such items in the stress questionnaire as feeling tired and drowsy
was higher at Puget Sound that at the VTS's with 12-hour watches.
However, the possibility that 12-hour watches involve a higher risk
of watchstander errors than 8-hour watches can not be ignored and
warrants further evaluation.

Rotation of watch sections through watch periods differed at
the four VTS's because of manpower constraints and local preferences.
"They all involved cycles of 2-4 days on/2-4 days off, with several
days off when changing from one watch period to another. Watch-
standers generally were satisfied with the schedule in effect at
their VTS. An extensive survey of industrial shifts in a number of
countries* disclosed a wide variety of rotation schedules but no
* Maurice, M., "Shift Work: Economic Advantages and Social Costs,"

Genevai International Labour Office, 1975.
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data favoring any particular schedule. Fairly frequent change of

watch periods seemed desirable.

At Puget Sound, watch teams were not formed. WatchstandersI. were continually regrouped when they changed watch periods to
avoid departures from standard procedures, which had been found to

be charncteristic of teonns, This regrouping led to difficulties

for watchstanders in learning and adapting to the personal operat-

ing preferences of individual Watch Officers, but it is felt that

a well-defined standard operating procedure CSOP) can minimize such

problems. All other VTS's had essentially permanent watch teams.

At all centers, the watchstanders generally were satisfied with
their particular team policy.

At all VTS's, watchstanders rotated from one duty position to

another on a 2.hour cycle (variable at the Watch Supervisor's

option). At Houston, watchstanders were cycled through the sector

positions sequentially, then to External Communicator, an easy

assignment. At Puget Sound, cycling was similarly through the

functional positions with External Communicator equivalent to a

rest. At New Orleans, a watchstander worked the same sector

throughout the watch, cycling between duty and rest, but helping

with external communications duties during rest periods. At San

Francisco, cycling was between the one sector position and rest,

At many VTS's, additional rest breaks are possible when all J.

personnel are present, or when trainees can relieve a watchstander,
but when a watch section is short-handed, rest breaks are less

frequent. Because of variations in manpower and types of duty,

duty cycling must be flexible and left to local option.

Rest periods are necessary for relief from continuous display

monitoring, for eating and for attention to bodily needs. They are

also used for study and for performance of routine duties. Bven
though a VTS may have one or two watchstanders resting at any time,

they must be on hand to permit quick and effective response to

emergency situations.

In Table 3-2, the highlights of the preceding discussion have

been summarized with recommendations where appropriate.
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5.3.3 Procedures

Operating procedures in the four V1S's varied considerably,

In three of the VTS's, there was a Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) in the form of a watchstander's manual; in the other there
was a set of operating d krectives. These guidelines for operations
differed in organization, emphasis and detail,

A clear set of instructions on operating procedures and
policies is essential for effective operations. Bqually important
is a program to assure that all personnel understand and follow the
SOP. Within a VTS, varying ways of doing essential tasks can cause
conf'usion both within and outside the organization. Where the SOP
was vague, the pattern observed during this study was for each

watch section to operate in accordance with the preferences of the
Watch Officer. To the extent that personnel were assigned to
specific watch teams, this variability did not affect the watch-
standers except for replacements for ill or vacationing team members.
Thc sittu|ition waH moro sorious where personnel wore regularly ro-
tated through d tlfl'or nt watch s .ections; tn Indiv idutil could novor

h11 COrtI111t thlit the wity he had boon do ing things would please h1 s
present supervisor. Variability among Watch Officers in require-
ments for vessel reporting, in format and frequency of advisories,
in leniency in permitting variances from traffic rules, and in
other procedures can confuse and irritate pilots and vessel masters,
who expect a VTS to provide a uniform service. For all of these
reasons, a uniform SOP is necessary at every VTS,

A VTS SOP should include as a minimum: radio communications
procedures, message formats, procedures for operating and calibra-
ting equipment (to the extent that the work is performed on watch),
limitations of authority, policy on varianco in traffic rules,
procedures for watch relief, and emergency procedures.

Where manual data input into a computer is required, care
should he taken to minimize the amount of data entered while
communicating - that Is, release the radio channel before doing
extensive keying.
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Uniformity of SOP across all VTS's is a more complex problem.

The Vrs Commanding Officer must have enough flexihility in require-

ments to permit him to adapt his operation to the specific needs

of his VTS area. On the other hand, a vessel master traveling
from port to port should not have to learn a different set of
rules and expect a different set of services at each VTS. Although
the bulk of VTS transactions are with local pilots and tow masters,
check-ins may be with vessel masters, and some masters are qualified
pilots for several ports.

A uniform SOP for all VTS's, then, appears desirable with

regard to those procedures not directly affected by local condi-

tions. Such procedures include: standard radio communications

procedures, information to be reported at check-in and check-out,

and restrictions on VTS radio channel usage. Local variability

should still be allowed for information from vessels at reporting

points, frequency of update reports, contents of update reports,

variances from traffic rules, and emergency procedures.

Additional advantages in a standardized SOP include central-
ized publishing and training and ease of transition of watch-

stqnders between VTS's.

3.4 PURSONNEL

3.4.1 Personnel Selection

Some people are simply not suited for V'S duty. Both physical

and psychological characteristics may be Involved, Every v'rS had

had experience with such people. Somo of the disadvantages of

malasstgnment include: danger or causing accidents and incidents

through inept duty performance, undermanning of the VTS while a

billet is occupied by a person who can not perform the duty (up to

a year's time lost before a trained replacement is on duty), and

negative impact on the individual's Coast Guard career.

Physical fitness criteria for VTS duty can be readily
"established, and should include freedom from problems in hearing

"and vision and from speech defects as a minimum. Psychological
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characteristics, such as lack of capability to integrate and
operate with complex data, inability to communicato clearly,

concisely and comfortably, and psychiatric disturbances may be
indentifiable through screening before tests. It is recommended' tthat adoption of physical fitness screening before VTS assignment
be given high priority, Research on psychological screening tests
is also highly recommended.

A further recommendation is for the provision of adequate
lead time in assigning replacement personnel to allow a transferee

to continue on duty at the VTS until the replacement is on hand
and qualified for duty. Without such a provision, the transfer
of several persons at about the same time leaves a VTS running

short-handed, This situation has a negative effect on morale and
motivution and Increases the risks of inadequate VTS response to
(or even aggravation of) critical traffic incidents. Such a

situation should be avoided in any safety related operation.

3.4.2 Training
The locally developed training programs for watchstanders

differ in detail but all produce qualified watchstanders, generally

after 2 to 4 months of individual study and on-the-job training,
Computer operation poses no special training problems.

All VTS's require some experience riding the bridges of
various vessels within the system. Although this requirement is 44$ ,

generally unpopular with the watchstanders (it takes up liberty
time, and pilots and masters are not always hospitable), its
importance can not he over-emphasized. Only with a realistic

understanding of what work Is like on a vessel's bridge can a
watchstander provide a service that meets the user's real needs
with a minimum of interference with his other duties. Shtp rides

should bo required periodically, not only during qualification

training hut throughout a watchstander's VTS assignment.

The problem of understaffing during qualification training
might be alleviated by shortening on-the-job training in two ways.

Iirst, a basic watchstandor course might be established at a Coast
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Guard training center, covcring such general subjects as rules or

the road, communications procedtre, traffic management, and opera-f

tion of equipment (radio, radar, television, and computers)
Second, this preliminary training might be shortened by selection
of personnel for VTS duty whose previous assignments had provided

in& to learning the characteristics of the specific VTS area and

riding ships. It is recommended that further study be conducted
to define training requirements for VTS duty and to determine the

mos3t efficient way of meeting them.

Some watchstanders indicated in their interviews that the VTS
duty does not exercise the skills they developed during prior

assignments and will use in future assignments. Therefore, they

foeel that a VTS assignment may have a negative effect on career
progress. A remedy for this situation is practiced at San
Prancisco, where efforts were made to place VTS personnel In

Coast Guard and Navy refresher courses being run at installations
in the San Francisco area. The San Francisco VTS Training Board

shows great concern for encouraging enlisted personnel to maintain

a program of study and for acquiring study manuals and training
aids, Career-advancement studies should be an integral part of

every VTS'u training program.

3.4.3 Stress
I-AAt each VTS, some watchstandcrs filled out a questionnaire at

the beginning, middle, end, and thije hours after the end of the
watch period for rour successive days. The questionnaire asked

them to rate how they felt with respect to 30 descriptive words
(items) by placing a pencil mark on a line with the words "none"
and "severe" at either end and "moderate" in the middle. The

questionnaires were scored by measuring the distance of each mark

from the "none" and of the scale.

Responses to these questionnaires yielded a consistent pattern
at all VTS's of increasing stress throughout the watch poriod that
is still felt 3 hours after coming off watch, Although the level

of stress felt is not high on the average (generally rated less
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than hal fway between "none" and "moderate"), individual ratings

at the "severe" level did occur.

Table 3-3 shows the items getting the highest medianh ratings '
at the end of the watch at the four V'rS's, The table entries are
ranks (I is highest, 2 next highest, otc.), Items with medians at

or near "none" are not ranked, Items with a median rating gruater
than halfway hetwoon "none" and "moderate" are marked with an

asterisk; the one median rating at. the "moderate" level is marked
with a double asterisk,

The most characteristic feeling at the end or the wat-ch is '
tiredness. It received the highest median rating at all four VTS's
and waas at or approaching the "moderate" level at three of the
four. The related feeling of drowsiness was also generally rated

high. We can not ascribe these feelings to thq 12-hour watch

period, since the highest rating was at Puget Sound, where they

stand an 8-hour watch. In general, watchstanders are moderately

tired and are feeling drowsy at the end or the watch.

At three VTS's, the second highest median rating was given to

aching or burning eyes. There are two possible contributors to

this problem. First, uneven room illumination (see 3.1.3) may
.have induced visual Fatipue. Second, tobacco smoke in the room
may also have bean a factor. At Puget Sound and San Francisco,
somre watchstandors complained about the smoking by others. Aching,
burning eyes received lower ratings at New Orleans than at the
other VTS's, and Now Orleans had the least variability in illumin-

ation and the best ventilation of the four. We recommend additional
ofrort at all VTS's to reduce uneven illumination and to improve
ventilation at each operating position.

Tension and related feelings (such as on edge and irritable)

were more characteristic of Houston and New Orleans than of Puget

Sound and San lrunclsco, Very likely, the tension at Houston was
related to inadequancies in the computer assistance (see 3.1,2),

while at Now Orlonns It was clearly related to the lack of

*The modian rating is the middlomost; half the ratings full above
it, half helow,
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'TABILE 3-3. III(GIIEST lRAT'lli STuI'ss ITINS AT T11il END) 01: A WA CHII

ITBM.. II-OU*GAL NOLA PS S1_

Tired 1* 1* l** 1

Aching/burning eyes 2* 9 2* 3
Tonse 3 3* 10
Fidgety 4 12
On edge S 4* 11
Irritable 6 5* 8

Anxious 7 17 13
Stiffness a 16 9
Drowsy 9T 2* 3 2

Difficulty staying awake lOT 14 6 4
Loss of temper 11 6
Poor uppetite 12
Headache 7 4

Uncomfortable 8 12
Worry IOT
Deprossed III,
Upsot 13
Bothered by noise is S
Backacho 7

Entries show rank ordoring of median ratings.
T a Tied score

* - Over hnilrway hotwoon "none" and "modurate"
"*""Moderate"
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surveillance infornmtion (sac- 3.1.1 and 3.3.1). In fact New
Orleans shows a h igher level or stress in general and more stress

items with median ratings approaching "moderate" than the other
I• ~VTS 's.

V T Vatigue seems to characterize the Pugot Sound operation
(tired, tense, drowsy, and the like). Possibly part of the problem
Is the requirement to work standing for extended periods of time.
On the other hand, at San Francisco, with a generally low level
of stress, watchstandors showed a pattern of responses resembling
boredom, very likely inducod by long duty periods with virtually
no activity.

3,4,4 Job Sat.lsrfct.on

I)uring visits to the various VTS's, interviews were conducted
with n total of 6 officers and 31 enlisted personnel. Included
in the Interviews were 5 questions bearing on job satisfaction at
VTS's, These questions and the responses to them are summarized
in Table 3-4.

Although there were more favorable than unfavorable responses
with regard to liking VTS work, and more interviewees favoring

anothor VTS tour than not wanting one, the negative responses
wtarrant further consideration. Of even greater concern is the
ract that a majority of the interviewees felt that VTS is not a
good career assignment. The comments elicited by these questions

highlight some problems.

lihc principal reasons given for liking VTS duty wore,

n. It is a break from sea duty.
h. It is a challenging job.
c. It is a rewarding Job.

Th e principal reasons given for dislikin& VTS duty were:

a. It Is boring; there is no challenge or satisfaction,

h. It Involves pressure,
c., The service is unnecessary.

d. It is not conducive to family life.
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TAB3LE 3-4, RESPONSES TO QUE~STIONS RELATED TO JOB SATISFACTION

TOTA RANGE
TOTAL__ OVER VTS's

Do you like working here? Yes 22 3-9

No 11 1-5

No reply or unsuure 4 D-2

*Is VTS a.good career Yes 9 2-4
ass imnment? No 13 3-6

No reply or unsure 3 0-3

Would you like another Yes 17 1-7
tour at tniS VT97 No 1s 3-6

No reply or unsutre 5 0-2

*Would you like a tour Yes 12 1-7
at aixt er VT57 No 10 3;-4

No reply or unsure 3 0-2

AQuest ion not asked at one VTS. -



The principal reasons given for considering VTS duty a poor

carcer assignment wore:

a. You are not advancing in your rate; you are at a

disadvantage in your next assignment

b. You are not doing the kind of work chosen as a career.

c. CPO's are not utilized to thoir potential; they are doing

the same tasks as lower grades.

Additional comments or interest were;

a., VTS duty is a good final assignment before leaving the

service -- a chance to settle in to shore life,

b,. VTS should be a "rate."

Patterns of responses varied among the VTS's, reflecting

oporational conditions. Iavnrable comments on the challenge and
satisfaction inherent in Vrs work came from a VTS that was well-

equipped, well-established and providing a needed service.

Unruvorable comments on lack or challenge, appreciation and

necessity for the service came from a VTS where surveillance equip-

nment was lacking und where the watchstanders were subjected to

harassment and abuse from the users. Comments on monotony and

boredom came rrom a VTS where the traffic load was light, Comments

on problems with family life came from a center operating on a

12-hour watch schedule and located at some distance from desirable

I. residential areas. Such operational factors have been discussed

(see 3,3), Other site-specific factors that could lead to job

dissatisfaction could include geographical location, cost of

living, and personal dislike of commanders, supervisors or crew

.mates.

At the three locations where VTS as a career assignment was

probed, there were enough negative responses to suggest that this

problem Ls more general. Since VTS is not a separate Coast cuard

* , career field, it ib inevitable that VTS's must be staffed by some

people who huve not selected that duty. The possibility that

persons selected from other career fields might find VTS duty
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more acceptable than do Radarmen and Quartermasters should not be

overlooked. The difficulty of advancement in a chosen field whiloj

on VTS duty can be relieved by maintaining a formal program for

career advancement at each VTS (see 3,4.2). Effective utilization

Of CPO's can be helped by recognition of a Watch Chief position,

with supervisory authority and duties. This is a matter of policy

and procedure at each VTS.
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L4, MODELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Reason for Computer Simulation

The management of Vessel Traffic Sorvices includes the pre-
diction of requirements for changes in staffing, equipment and

,1 procedures early enough to assure their implementation when needed.

A technique to predict and evaluate the effects of system changes
before implomentation could significantly improve the chances of

selecting those changes most beneficial to the system. Simulation

of future systems has proven to be a cost-effective technique for

such predictions and evaluations, particularly simulation using
computerized models.

Simulation"...is a form of imitation in which a problem...is

.. represented by a model which... replaces the problem by a second

* problem that is easier to solve."* A computerized model is a

simplirled imitation of a system in the form of mathematical

expressions that can be solved by a computer to predict the

behavior of the system. One objective of the present study was to
seek a computerized model, or models, of vTrs watchstander perfor-

mance that would yield useful operational predictions. - .

4.1.2 Cri.teria for Model Selection

Human behavior is highly variable. Timing a person's perform-

',nce of it ttisk several tines will produce a series of different
times, and timing a second person's performance of the same task

will yield a second, different series of times, Any useful model

or human performance should take account of this variability.

Modeling techniques have been developed that handle variabil-
ity by describing performance in terms of the distribution of

TGordon, G., The Application of GPSS V to Discrete System Simula-

tion, PrentL-T1- M-'-r•T-elwood C lUffs-dT-"=NJ,975, 3U8 p.
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probabilities of occurrence of values. Such a prohabilistic, or

stochastic, model was judged necessary to describe vrs watch-
stander performance. The assumptions made in averaging values

and the limited usefulness of the model of average watchstander
time utilization (Section 2.1.5) emphasized the desirability of
progressing to a stochastic model,

Since staffing requirements depend on how much each
individual can accomplish in a given period of time, it was

necessary to select a model that would reflect a sequence of

activities on a time scale.

A third criterion for our model was adaptability, VTS's were

found to vary significantly in equipment and procedures (See

Section 1.3), This fact established the need for a model to be
adaptable to these differences and still yield comparable results

for the different VTS's.

4.1.3 The General Purpose Simulation System

F ortunately a modeling technique was available that not only

met the three criteria but also was programmed for immediate use
on a variety o0 digital computers. The General Purpose Simulation

System (GPSS) is a set of computer programs developed specifically

for the simulation of systems characterized by sequential series

of events or processes. Any system whose operation can be
described as a sequential flow of processes in time can be modeled

on the GPSS.

The data flow at each of the four VTS's studied was fitted to

the GPSS, and each model was exercised to explore its potential
utility, This procedure will be described in more detail in the

following paragraphs.

4,2 MODEL CONSTRUCTION

4.2.1 A Simplified Example

The GPSS consists of a series of "blocks" representing flow
of informat i ý hrough the system in terms of a series of specific
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processes. lEach process Is cons1dered to impose a delay in the

flow of informnation described by a distribution ol possible delay

times. The flow of processing from block to block is statistical
in nature -- that Is, there may be branching points where different
processes may follow with differing degrees of likelihood.

As an example of fitting a VTS to the GISS format, let us

describe a very simple system. We will assume that a watchstander's

time is occupied either in communicating or monitoring -- that is,
we define monitoring time as all of the time not spent in communi-

cating, Communications are either vessel-initiated (75 liercent)
or VTS-Inltiated (2h percent), Vessol-initiated calls are either

vessel reports (80 percent) or requests for information (20 percent)

A vessel report is followed by an advisory prepared by the VTS
watchstander, A request for information is followed by the process

of retrieving the required information, followed in turn by

issuance of an advisory, A VTS-initiated call leads to a report
by the vessel and issuance of an advisory by the VTS watchstander.

This oversimplified operation is diagrammed in Figure 4-I, where

a box Identifies each process, a time delay (t) value is associated

with each process, and probabilities are assigned at branching
points, Data required for the model include the probability values

for the branching points, and a set of time delay values for each

of the 10 processes (ttIt 1 0 )"

This model is exercised through the "random walk" procedure.

A value for t1 Is selected randomly from the set of values stored
for tj and stored separately, A branch of the path is then selected

by a process set to yield the left branch 75 percent of the time,
the right iS percent, Let us suppose that the right-hand branch

is selected, Then values for t,, t9, and t1 O are selected at

random and stored, completing a run. The process is then repeated,
starting with the random selection of another value of t 1 , a

random selection from the branching pathways, and so on for another
run. Runs are continued for as long as the simulation requires.

For example, runs would continue until the accumulated t values
reached a total of 3600 seconds to simulate an hour's operation of

* the VTS.
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If the various selected t values are stored individually, it
is clear that a series of runs through the model will yield the
distribution of t values, the average t value, a~id the percentage
of time utilization for each process. The more runs there are in
an exercise, the closer the results should match the total data
base being sampled. This process yields no now information but

is a test of the degree to which the model resembles the system
from which the data came.

of more interest is the use of the model to predict the effects

of changes in the system. Por example, in the simple model, an
increase in communications load could be simulated by changing

the sampling distribution for t1 to contain thorter (non-

communicating) time intervals, A change in the format of advisories
(say a longer advisory format) could be simulated by substituting
larger values in the sampling distributions for t 4 , t 7 and t1 a. A

change from manual to automatic retrieval of data through use of a
computer could be simulated by substituting smaller values in the

sHmpl:ing distribution for t 6, In short, such a model can be used

to predict the effects on watchstundor time utilization or any
proposed change that can be described in terms of its effects on

pro'¢ess times,

"4,2.2 Proceduro for Mod2ln'S'ss ,,

Use of the GPSS computer package to simulate the flow of

Inrorhlatlon through a VTS required:

a•, The logic of the flow of information through the VTS.
b. The processing delay times of VTS personnel and equipment.
c, 'the relutive frequencles or tho different watchstandor

activities at each branching point.

Ifor each of the four VTS's, an information flow diagram was
dovelopod, based on procedures described in the operating manual,
olisorved on site, and reported In interviews with watchstanders.

Moasurements made on site provided the sampling distributions of

processing times and the frequencies of alternative processes at
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each branching point.
The basic flow diagrams were necessarily far more complicated

than the simple example of Figure 4-1, incorporating multiple
branching points and such processes as monitoring, operating, and

adjusting various items of equipment as well as conducting various
types of communications. An example of a flow diagram for the

operation of one sector position at the Houston-Galveston VTS is

given in Appendix A along with the probabilities of each branching

point and a description of each processing delay,*

4.3 USES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE GPSS MODELS

4,3.1 System Functions
As noted above (4,2.1), each model may be tested by running

it to generate data for comparison with the field measurements.
One simulated hour of the model for one sector in each of the four

VTS's was run, Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize some of the results

of this test,

Table 4-1 compares the measured and simulated proportions of

time watchstanders spent performing other than demand activities

*�for an hour of average traffic load, The simulation results agree

* within a few percent with the measured data obtained in the field,

* . Table 4-2 compares the measured and simulated duration times of

basic communications activities, In general, the simulated results

are consistent with the measured data; most are within the same

order of magnitude, Discrepancies (such as in check out time in
New Orleains) may simply mean that the sector modeled wam not

representative of all 8r.tors; they may reflect differences between

definitions of functions, or they may signal a need to modify the

model, However, the general agreement between measured and modeled

results gives us confidence that the GPSS is a useful and valid

instrument for modeling VTS watchstander performance.

Detailed flow charts and time and frequency data for the four
VTS's are on file at the Transportation Systems Center,

* so
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TABLE 4-1. PROPORTION OF TIMEl SPENT PERFORMING
OTHER THAN DEMAND ACTIVITIES

HOU-GAL NOLA sp PS

MBASURBD*

Monitoring 40% 64%+ 45% 41%

Talking with others 3% 7% 7% 5%

Miscellaneous 0% 7% 25% 2%**

Total 43% 78% 77% 48%

SIMULATED

Monitoring 46.6% 82.6% 79.1% 44.71

*Arom Table 2-1.

**For Primary Communicator

+Includes 34% computer use time performed when tho
watchstander was not involved in radio communications
with a vessel.
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TABLE 4-2. COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY DURATION TIMES (seconds)*

TYP•f tOU-GAL NOLA PS SF

MEASURED"

Check in 76 88 27 25

Advisories/Update 20 56 34 21

Check out 21 24 17 23

Other 8 34 46 16

SIMULATED

Check in 62 85 45 43

Advisories/Update 50 46 S7 17

Check out 20 0 28 36

Other 70 17 36 4.

* Presented as a gross comparison. The measured times are
averages of several hours' observation while only one hour
is simulated, The measured data covered the period from the
time a radio transaction started until that transaction
finished while the almulation data started at the beginning
of a radio transaction but ended when the 'watchstander
finished dealing with the Information involved in that
transaction.

Taken from Table 2-4,
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Since o0,l' data bases represent several hours of observation

at eac%. VTS, the onc-hour simulation test reflects a partial

sampling. Longer simulation tests should yield results in closer
agreement with those measured. To estimate the rate of stabiliza-

tion of model outputs as the number of runs increases, the
cumulative average of one process measured (proportion*bf time

between transactions) was recorded after each hour of simulation
for one sector at one VTS. Figure 4-2 shows that the model output

stabilized fairly well after 2 simulated hours.

At thm time of writing this report, the models are in the

process of continued testing, the addition of more data, and the

combining of sectors for a more goneralized model of each VTS.

4.3.2 Simulating Changes

To Illustrate the predictive utility of the GPSS model for
VTS operations, the saoiilnp distributions of intertranmaction
time intervals were varied to simulate various radio communications

loads at the four VTS's, Multiplying a distribution of inter-

transaction intervals by a constant yields larger intervals between
communications, thus simulating a lighter communications load.

Conversely, dividing the distribution by a constant simulates less

time b.tween communications and thus a heavier communications load.

The effects of varying communications load on the functional

processes of the model were determined by running a one-hour

simulation for each of a series of different sampling distributions

of Intertransaction times. 'rhiis exercise was performed on a one-
sf~ctor (or equivalent) model of each of the four VTS's, generating
a set of processing times for each hour's simulation. These

results permitted an analysis of the effect of communications load
on each basic process.

Figure 4-3 shows the results of this simulation for one

process -- monitoring, Despite inter-VTS differences in equipment

and procedures, the results suggest that the Houston, New Orleans
and Puget Sound VTS's are alike with regard to loss of monitoring
time as a function of increasing communications load. San Francisco

4..... . .• . •. .X
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has more time available for monitoring than do the other VTS's,
probably because of the smaller proportion of time devoted to

tracking. The operational significance of loss of time for

monitoring, leading to an uncritical reliance on situation displays,
has been noted in Section 2.1.5.

Care must be taken not to overinterpret the results of this
exploratory exercise. The models are based on a small amount of
data; only one sector is represented for multi-sector VTS's; only
one-hour simulations were run to generate the data points (note

the desirability for longer simulations illustrated in Figure 4-2),
and communications traffic loads were extrapolated well heyond the

limits samrled In the actual data. However, the consistency of
this crude simulation with our observations of operations leads us

to conclude that it is desirable to continue our efforts at
fitting VTS data to the GPSS model for predictive purposes.

4.3.3 Model Limitations

The GPSS model of VTS operations has a wide variety of possible
uses; however, it also has limitations, particularly with respect

to its dependence on the accuracy of the logic of information flow
and on the representativoness of its data base and also its

restriction to time data.

Since a model is a simplification of the real world, the way

in which it is simplified limits its applicability. The conversion

of an operating VTS to a sequence of processes risks the omission
of significant functions. The initial tests of applicability

(4.3.1) have given us confidence that our information flow logic

is a valid and useful representation of VTS operations. Continued

refinement of the models is recommended, however, as additional

data become available.

The representativeness of the distributions of process times

is probably the most critical limiting factor of our models. The
definitions of functions to be observed, the accuracy of function

timing during observations, the representativeness of the operations

I77i I7 56



at the time of observation, and the representativeness of the
watchstanders observcd all affect the degree to which the results

of model simulations will predict actual operations. Similarly,

the accuracy and representativeness of process frequency data

affect the validity of model results. Initial testing of the
models has given us confidence in their general representativeness

of the conditions during the time of observation, However, we
cannot be certain at this time that extrapolation of the models to

simulate high levels of system workload will yield valid results,
Additional data and background information on emergency operations

at the four VTS's are currently being sought.

A more general limitation on the use of the GPSS-based models

to predict VTS operational processes is their restriction to data
on time flow, An efficient operation may not necessarily be

effective, and a VTS system designed to optimize watchstander time

utilization will not necessarily produce accurate advisories.

Thus, while we make as much use as possible of the GPSS to ho.1p
design time-effective systems, we must continue to seek methods of
determining system accuracy and modeling techniques suitable for

predicting system effectiveness.

4.4 SUMMARY ANT) RECOMMIENDATIONS ON MODELS

4.4,1 Summary

The data and information obtained in field studies of four

VTS's have been used to model the utilization of time by watch-
standers at those VTS's, The programs of the General Purpose

Simulation System (GPSS) have been shown to be suitable for this
purpose within the limits of the data that have been analyzed.

"These GPSS models show potential value for the r,-diction of the
effects of changes in VTS system design, provided that the changes

can be expreqsed in terms of changes in tho time flow of data

processing,
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4.4.2 Recommendations

It is recommended that the development of GPSS-based models or
VTS watchstander time utilization be continued by:

a. Continuing to fit all available data to the models.

b. Collecting additional data, particularly on VTS

procedures under emergency conditions,

c. Reviewing and refining the logic flow charts for

each VTS.

d. Combining sector models into total VTS models.

e. Deriving a generalized model for future VTS's,

f. Testing the accuracy of model predictions.

It is further recommended that methods be sought for estimating

or measuring the accuracy Rnd effectiveness of VTS products and
that appropriate techniques be developed for modeling the effec-

tiveness of these products.

(I
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 SUMMARY

Analysis of data on watchstander performance during routine

operations at four VTS's permitted some generalizations about VTS k

operations to be drawn,

5,1,1 Similarities and Differences

VTS's are alike in that they receive data on vessel traffic
through VHS radio reports, integrate the data into a model of

traffic flow, predict future traffic situations from this model,

and advise individual vessels by radio as to what traffic situa-
tions they will encounter in the near future (1.2).*

VTS's differ in the ways in which additional data on traffic

are obtained (radar, television), the ways in which the information

is integrated and the situation is modeled (computer generated
displays, plotting table), and the ways in which advisories are

prepared (mental preparation, computer generated advisory). They

differ in organization of communications facilities, division of
labor on duty tasks, duty scheduling, operational procedures,
selection and training procedures, and in other ways (1.3),

5,1.2 Allocation of Watchstander Time

Despite the differences among VTS's there are some underlying
dynamics of a sector watchstander's time utilization as a function
of traffic load that can be summarized as followst

a. As traffic load increases, time required for communicating

with vessels and tracking them will increase,

b. As traffic load increases, residual time for response

to emergencies will decrease.

Parenthetical references are to relevant sections of this report.
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c. As traffic load increases, time available for monitoring

the traffic situation will decrease, with a consequent
increase in uncritical reliance on computer-based ,
ýadvisories,

Possible remedies for the consequences of increased sector
workload include!

a. Reduction of communication time through less frequent
check-in transactions and shorter advisories.

b. Reduction of tracking time through less frequent check-ins,
automatic data inputs, and more efficient manual inputs.

c, Addition of sectors in the operating area,

d. Functional sharing of sector watchstander duties among
two or more watchstanders. (2,1)

5.1.3 Communications

On the averago, VTS's spend about 30-60 seconds per hour
communicating with each vessel in the system, Where a watchstander

must operate a computer terminal while communicating, transactions
are characterized by pauses that sum to about half of the total
time of transaction, Transactions tend to be shorter and more

frequent in narrow winding channels than in open waterways. (2.2,3)

In routine operations, present communications channel alloca-
tions appear to be adequate, with channel utilization varying from
10 to 50 percent, depending on area sectorization, traffic load,
and number of channels assigned. (2.2,1)

Some problems were noted with respect to communications
facilities:

a, Realignment of sector boundaries to make better use of
radio transmission patterns is needed in some VTS's,

b. At some VTS's channel sharing caused interference.

c. Radio reception is too noisy at some VTS's.
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d. Communications consoles are generally redundant in
controls and indicators, wasteful of space, and require

too much selection and reaching by watchstanders, Some

lack the capability and floxibility required by the

users, (3.2)

5.1.4 Uqui~ment

Surveillance equipment is necessary at any VTS to supplement
the traffic data received by vessel reports. Radar and television

have differing advantages and disadvantages, but an appropriate

combination can be found for any waterway situation. Lack of

surveillance backup can lower watchstander confidence and traffic

participation in the Vessel Movement Reporting System (3.1.1, 3,4.3).

Computer equipinent shows promise in assisting watchstanders
in data processing, situation plotting, and prepartion of advisor-

ies. However, failure to match computer performance to watchstander

requirements (such as rapid data retrieval and integrated data
display) can lead to increases in the time required to perform

some functions and even the adoption of alternative methods (3,1.2).

5,1.5 Operations

Every VTS should have formal Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP). To a certain extent, a general SOP can be defined for all

VTS's, but flexibility for local VTS's to adapt procedures to local
conditions must be provided (3,3,3).

Participation of vessels in a Vessel Movement Reporting

System (whether mandatory or voluntary) depends basically on the
provision of a service by the VTS that meets users' needs with a

minimum of interference with user activities. Such service can

not be provided without the backup data provided by surveillance

systems (3.3.1).

Twelve-hour watch schedules are popular with watchstanders,

hut the risks associated with fatigue late In the watch period are
S not well understood and require further study (.3.3.2).
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Division of duties by function rather than by sector appears

to be less efficient, resulting in a severely uneven distribution

of workload (21.14).
t

5.1.6 Personnel

* There are very few criteria currently used for selection of
personnel for VTS duty, resulting in occasional malassignments
that result in potentially dangerous operational situations and
overloading of VTS personnel (3.4,1).

Qualifications for VTS duty are established by on-the-job
training, which results in well-trained personnel but which is
time-consuming (3.4,2).

thtStress questionnaires filled out by VTS watchstanders showed

that VTS duty is moderately tiring. The characteristics of stress
varied from VTS to VTS and may be summarized as follows:

Houston -- frustration with a non-responsive computer.

New Orleans -- insecurity for lack of surveillance backup.

Puget Sound -- fatigue from varying workload and considerable

standing.

San Francisco -- boredom from light traffic load.

Stress levels consistently increased throughout the watch
period and had not returned to the pre-watch level 3 hours after Sf
the end of the watch (3.4.3),

5.1,7 Models

The purpose of development of generalized models of VTS
operation is to provide an inexpensive technique for understanding

the impact of changes on equipment, procedures and personnel on
safety and operating costs,

Several steps are required to develop such models: A model-
ing technique adaptable to computer simulation must be chosen,
operations modeled, available data fitted to that model, the
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.odel checked tind ver Ified, and the model used to determi no the

effI'ccts of change, In V'rS operlit ions , The (',eneral Purposc

Simulation System (MISS), a computer package program was chosen
to model. information flow through VTS personnel and equipment,
The report describes the models developed, simulated, checked, and
used for a sector at 1.ouston-Galvost.on, and for the Puget Sound,
Now Orleans, and San Pranlisco VTS's (4.2,4,3,4,4,4.5).

'rho models depict the flow of information through the VTS
system, using a data base of processing delays and frequencies of

activitios at each branching point of the flow, Observation and
measurement of watchstander performance at the 4 vTrs'. provided
the dutu base for those models.

Trial simulations of each of these four models were success-
fully conducted using the GPSS computer package. The results of .

those simulations describing the duration of watchstander
activities and the proportion of time devoted to them Were both
logical and agree with the data gathered and observations made in .
the field, Certain parameters of watchstander activities,
especially the proportion of time available for monitoring, show
promise as indicators of workload limitations. The process of
developing each of these models revealed areas which could benefit
from refinements in the data base and suggested further simulations.

5,2 REBCOO0MNDATIONS

VTS-specific rocommondations were included in the individual
interim reports issued on the systems studied (see Appendix. B).
The more general findings (5.1) have led to some additional
recommendations offered below for consideration in the operation
of current VTS's and the planning of future systems:

1. Continue the effort to model and generalize VTS operations
by collecting data on operational characteristics when the system
is stressed by such occurrences as unusuul.ly heavy traffic loads,
unexpected incidents (including accidents and emergencies) on or
near the waterways, sudden loss of communications or surveillance
equipment, sudden reduction in manpower, and the like (2,1, 4,5),
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2. Adopt as soon as 1casibleo basic physical ritness criteria

for the selection of personnel for watchstander duty, and initiate
development of psychological selection tests (3.4.1),

3, Develop specifications for future VTS processing and
display systems that will assure responsive-noes of the system to
watchstander needs, giving particular attention to:

a. Integration of data in displays, particularly a situation
display that shows location, movement and identification

of traffic on a map-like background.

b. Accessibility to supplemental datrt with a minimum of

keying and a minimum of delay (3.1.2).

4. Develop specifications for a standardized communciations
console with intigrated displays and controls (3,2).

S. Equip every VTS with surveillance systems {..,),

6, Maintain illumination in VTS operations rooms at as even
a level as is feasible, and shield displays from bright spots
(3.1.3, 3.4.3).

7. Provide ventilation at each watchstander duty position
adequate to carry off tobacco smoke (3.4.3).

8. Rotate watch periods at least every 4 days with liberty

time between watch periods. Rotate duty positions during a watch
every 2 hours (3,3.2).

9. Study duty performance late in 12-hour wntches to determine

better the degree of fatigue, particularly with regard to speed
and effectiveness of response to unexpected situations (3,3.2).

10. Develop a VTS watchstander training program based on an

evaluation of options and techniques for minimizing on-the-job
training time (3.4.2),

11. Institute at every VTS a formal program for career-
advancement study and training,

12. Develop a general Standard Operating Procedure for all
VTS's, allowing flexibility for adaptatlon to local condttiong.
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13, Institute at every VTS a continuing program (if refresher
traiin ing, to include understandingi or SOP~, simulaiton oi' emergency
proceduz'os, ond chicck-ridecs on vvsscis in the VTS ared.

14. Institute fit every VT'S a continuing public relations
prograin so that, through watchstanclers' visits to pilot and tow

muster groups, and visits of pilots and tow musters to tho' v'rs, a .
mututil apprecia~tion of' one another's neods and problems is
developed.
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APPENDIX B

.1 Ad RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL VTS'

B.I HOUSTON*-GALVESTON VTS

1. Add additional television sites to Sector I11,

4, Add a radar ýite to Sector. II.:

3, 'Provide additinnal computer display scopes at Sector

Watchstander positions.

4. Reprogram the VTS-DACS display formats to eliminate

unnecessary displays , to add entry time to the Vessel Departures

Sheet, and to allow expansion and off-centering of the Dead

Reckoning Sheet.

S. Increase the computer mesnory capacity to permit reduction

in display delay times,

6. Add more function keys to the keyboard to reduce the

number of keystrokes required for requests and commands.

7. Provide a trackball or joystick for cursor control on the

VI'S-13ACS displays.

8. lixtend the trackina algo-rithm to include predictiona of

changes in vessel speed.

9. Obtain a more stable power supply for the VTS-DACS.

10. Reorlont and shinld the radar PPI's to reduqe glare,

11. Increase rnom illumination to the level of television

and computer displays,

12, Mask down the brightness of self-illuminated panel

buttons,

13. Conduct follow-on stress evaluations as an aid to evalua-

tion of the twelve-hour watch schedule,

14, Study the relative merits or grouped versus segregated

'iector positions,

b-W
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1S. Provide at least one position for a rull-time training

instructor.

16. Establish a set of criteria for selection of personnel
for VTS duty.

B.2 PUGET SOUND VTS

1. Adopt as standard procedure a complete radar update before

each 15-minute dead-reckoning update.

2, Review and standardize all operating procedures.

3. Study ways to reduce the number of advisories and to
shorten their contents.

4. Consolidate the Primary Commu.iicator's communications

equipment into a smaller and more conveniently located position.

S. Elevate the Primary Communicator and Radar Operator

positions if feasible.

6. Move the Radar Operator closer to the plotting table,

if feasible,

7. Rearrange radar equipment to make the scopes visible to

the Plotter, if feasible.

8, Substitute a tinted transparent plastic curtain for the

window drapes,

9. Continue efforts to reduce glare spots.

10, Seek ways to improve light-shielding and sound-shielding

of radar equipment.

11. Improve sound-shielding of teletype equipment and relo-

cate at External Communicator position.

12. Divide the Primary Communicator function into two or

more Sector Watchstander positions.

13. Further consolidate the communications console. )

14, Provide each Sector Watchstander with a radar display

covering his area.
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15, Plot radar traffic at the Sector Watchstander positions;
climinat, tne R:-rt ýpcrator position.

16. Design a consolidated radar-communications console for
the Sector Watchstander.

17. Use a computer for tracking and plotting; eliminate the
Plotter position and plotting table.

18. Use a computer to predict and display future traffic

situations.

19, Integrate the radar data into the computer for automatic
radar tracking,

210. Design an integrated computer-radar-communications
Sector Watchstander console.

21, Redefine VTS duties to give more responsibility and
authority to CPO's.

22. Continue efforts to develop selection criteria for VTS

duty.

23. Modify assignment practices to permit overlap of incoming
and outgoing personnel for a training period.

B.3 NE~W ORI1,1ANS Vi'S

1, Give highest priority to the acquisition of surveillance

aids, particularly radar and CCTV.

2. Redesignate sector boundaries to conform better to
transmitter receptivity.

3. Reassign communications channels to sectors and/or locks

to reduce interference between VI'S and lock radio transactions,

4. Provide for longer vessel identification word in the

computer.

S. Provide a capability for displaying two simultanevus lists
in the status tabular area of thL CRT.

6. Continue effort to define personnel selection criteria.
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7. In training, stress the fact that the ..ymhol ic
representation of vessels on the dynamic display is nerely n
representation of their general direction and degree of progress
and never of their actual position and orientation in the ,waterway,

8. Sound-shield individual sector position

B.4 SAN FRANCISCO VTS

1. Study the efficacy of the present work schedule, both

shift hours and day/night rotation,
i ~2. Improve heating/cooling/circul~ation off air in op~erations

room.

3. Expliro methods to light-shield radar displays.

4. Standurdizo Sol, for till wntch sections, with spech l
emphasis on exceptions to basic traffic patterns.

5, IHxamine training procedures to ease introduction to new

watchstanders,

6. Continue and expand emphasis on career training and
education for VTS personnel.

7. Bxamine effects of reorienting radar consoles in an arc
around central watchstander position.

140 Copies
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